Background/Significance

The ANRP (Aurora Nurse Residency Program) exposes the next generation of nurses to evidence-based projects (EBP) through projects during residency as many other programs across the country. This is to ensure that the practice is adopted early in the professional development of the nurse. (1)

ANRP facilitators are experienced RNs that have undergone training to facilitate ANRP sessions, provide informal guidance, counseling and direction in conjunction with the ANRP Coordinators.

Partnering with nurse scientists can provide mentorship, knowledge, skills, and value for EBP processes and outcomes.

Developing EBP knowledge and skills of the ANRP facilitators may be a successful system strategy to prepare bedside resident nurses in EBP utilization and improve patient outcomes. (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

Purpose of Project

To assess baseline ANRP facilitator beliefs about the value of EBP and their ability to support and facilitate residents conducting system-based EBP projects, as compared to existing literature.

Theoretical Model

The ARCC Model
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Intervention

ANRP facilitators received four hours of training related to EBP and six system-based EBP bundles (e.g., early mobilization) developed to improve selected patient outcome measures (e.g., falls). Each bundle contains: the problem, the nursing policy & procedure, staff training resources, expected outcomes, and unit-based performance reports.

Sample and Setting

27 of 32 Residency Facilitators (mentoring 400+ residents) participated in the EBP mentor course.

8 of 15 Inpatient areas in a large Midwest not-for-profit health care system were represented.

Methods/application to Practice

ANRP facilitators completed the Organizational Culture and Readiness for System-Wide Implementation of EBP (OCRSIEP) (cite here) questionnaire prior to the facilitator EBP training. (6)

Findings from this baseline assessment were compared to findings from a previous investigation. (6)

Findings/Results/Outcomes

Conclusions

Overall, findings were consistent with previous evidence. As with Nagy, the facilitators that participated in this work highlighted 3 of 4 areas.

- Did not see research as relevant to nursing practice
- Lack confidence in their ability to use nursing research
- Did not have protected time to devote to implementing EBP
- The ANRP facilitators DID have confidence in their organization to support EBP work

Limitations

The initial education did not include all of the ANRP facilitators. Not all of the bundles performance reports were conducive to use. Will be offering a session again in Q2 2019 to reach all facilitators.

Recommendations

Resurvey will occur at end of year and impact of EBP projects on clinical outcomes will be measured as well as retention of residents prior to and after the mentor education.

Test whether this ANRP strategy will be a useful as a template for future use of EBP mentors in the organization.
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